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Introduction: Coronavirus impact and response

o A global “pandemic” that has resulted in severe economic output 
contraction as countries closed borders and enforced “social 
distancing” measures that have resulted in many sectors experiencing 
zero or near-zero revenue for a period of several months

o The majority of governments response to the covid-19 risk has been 
“lockdown”, in parallel with public sector support measures

o This has created a market-wide stress event
o Responding to this stress event is a challenge for all entities in all 

sectors…
o …within banks, ALCO, Treasury and ALM have a critical role to play. 
o And significantly, this time banks aren’t part of the problem. 
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Initial market impact 

o Initial expectation of significant downturn in the market causing liquidity and funding stress 
for banks

o For example:
o Potentially up to 40% decline in LCR due to excess drawing of lines, guarantees and margin 

calls…

o For a sample of 20 European banks the average LCR would decline from 140% to 100% due to 
the following assumptions: Doubling of margin requirements for derivatives, increase in drawing of 
credit lines to 35% of commitments and increase of guarantees, etc. to 10%. 

o (Source: McKinsey & Co, March 2020)

o Widening of 3m Libor-OIS spread during March 2020, eg., USD spread widened out to 
levels last seen in Q1 2009

o Bond market liquidity levels reduced, and credit spreads widened. Usual “flight to quality” 
has seen sovereign bond yields turn negative including for the first time Gilts out to 5Y.

o However, no significant liquidity and funding risk impact for most banks…this is not 2008
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Market impact…
o Research from JPMorgan Interest Rates 

Strategy (Joshua Younger) 23/7/2020:
o “A sudden and fast-moving economic shock of 

unknown but clearly massive proportions created 
a rush to hoard cash to better weather the storm.

o “Individuals started to stockpile physical cash: Fed 
data shows that currency in circulation grew 6 
percent in March and April, or roughly six times its 
longer-term growth rate. But, the actions of large 
institutions and even governments had much 
larger consequences. Non-financial corporates, for 
example, drew more as much as $300bn from 
their credit facilities at large commercial banks 
(based on Fed H.8 data) and redeemed more than 
$130bn of their prime money market fund holdings 
over the same period (comparable in pace and 
percentage to the weeks after the Lehman 
bankruptcy). U.S. Treasury data shows foreign 
central banks sold $128bn of assets as well, 
presumably to manage capital outflows and 
currency effects related to the pandemic.

o “In all individuals and businesses were demanding 
$1tn in new cash and equivalents over just a few 
weeks (CHART).”

Source: https://www.cfr.org/blog/revisiting-ides-march-part-iii-scary-stories-tell-dark
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Market impact…
o For banks, customer behaviour on both sides of the balance sheet has 

created something of a “double whammy” (or we may choose to call it 
“wrong way risk” (!) from a regulatory metrics view

o Joshua Younger again:
o “This is where two elements of the post-2008 regulatory framework started to conflict with each other, and 

inhibit the free flow of cash through the financial system. On the one hand, liquidity regulations, specifically 
the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR), require banks to hold stocks of high-quality liquid assets (HQLA) that 
can be monetized quickly and at low cost should the need arise. On the other, capital regulations like the 
Supplementary Leverage Ratio (SLR) and surcharges on Global Systematically Important Banks (GSIBs), 
limit the size, complexity, interconnectedness, and cross-jurisdictional exposure of any given institution. In 
normal times, these two sets of rules can co-exist quite peacefully with each other. But when the rainy day 
comes, their interaction can turn toxic.

o “Draws on bank revolvers are particularly pernicious. By tapping these facilities, non-financial corporates 
are creating new assets (loans) and liabilities (wholesale deposits) on bank balance sheets. If the requisite 
transfers are funded by raising new capital, leverage can remain roughly the same. If banks rely on HQLA 
which largely remains in the banking system—e.g., reserves at the Fed, which are a closed system, or 
sales of Treasuries that linger in bank-affiliated dealer inventories, it can exacerbate the leverage problem 
that generated market dysfunction in the first place: a vicious cycle.

o As liquidity demand spikes, the stock of HQLA banks are required to hold …is increasing, not decreasing. 
o This is clear from 1Q 2020 regulatory disclosures, released a few months after the crisis. Liquidity 

Coverage Ratio weighted outflows, a measure of the HQLA required to satisfy regulatory minimums, were 
increasing rapidly at the same time as capital requirements related to total leverage and GSIB surcharges 
(CHART ).
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Market impact…
o “When bank leverage is 

rising in this way, the 
most effective offset is 
shedding assets…

o “Yet that was precisely 
the risk that regulators 
wanted to avoid.” 

o Hence the Central 
Bank support that is 
necessary…

o …public sector support 
is now the “new 
normal”

Source: https://www.cfr.org/blog/revisiting-ides-march-part-iii-scary-stories-tell-dark
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Market impact…
o Short-term funding markets only temporarily spiked; in capital markets, 

spreads increased leading to elevated funding costs
o Commitment drawdown rates, in particular from Non-Investment Grade 

Corporates, rose sharply and were frequently higher than in 2008
o Initial margin requirements were occasionally several times higher than 

prior to the crisis (inducing systemic risk) and vastly different between 
clearers  

o Variation margin requirements suffered from pro-cyclicality for banks 
that chose the Historical Look Back Approach for derivatives under the 
Liquidity Coverage Ratio calculation

o Failed transactions caused additional strains due to large trade 
volumes and operational challenges (e.g. transmission of margins) 

o BUT: early intervention by Central Banks helped to stabilise markets

© Michael Eichhorn 2020. Reproduced with permission.
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Economic Policy Response Across Countries

U
SA

•$2.2 Trillion 
Stimulus

•Federal Funds 
Rate set near 
0%

•Trillions in 
Repurchase 
Agreements

U
K 
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d 
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ro

pe
•United Kingdom
•BOE Cuts rates 
to 0.10%

•~£500 Billion 
Stimulus

•Eurozone
•Interest Rates 
held at -0.5%

•€1 Trillion in 
asset buybacks

As
ia

•Japan
•Asset buybacks 
including ETFs

•Zero-late loans
•China
•¥2.8 Trillion 
fiscal stimulus

•Rate cuts M
id
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e 
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st

•UAE and Saudi 
Arabia
•Hit hard with 
coronavirus 
shutdowns and 
oil price fallout

•Oil prices 
rebounding

© Forte Markets 2020. Used with permission. 
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Impact of market response: US Fed

o “After peaking around $75bn per day of 
Treasury purchases in the second half of 
March, [Federal Reserve] asset 
purchases slowed gradually to the 
current daily pace of roughly $4bn. The 
Fed also restarted the FX swap lines, re-
introduced several 2008-vintage 
facilities….and introduced a suite of new 
facilities…. At the peak in early-June, 
the monetary base had increased more 
than $2.8tn (~13 percent of 1Q GDP) 
over just three months, the largest such 
expansion since Second World War”

Source: https://www.cfr.org/blog/revisiting-ides-march-part-iii-scary-stories-tell-dark
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Regulatory guidance response 

o BIS press statement 3/4/2020…
o The Committee:
o - provided guidance on payment moratoria & 

government guarantees to support countries’ 
extraordinary measures;

o - encouraged banks applying expected credit loss 
accounting to use the flexibility inherent in these 
frameworks & adjusted transitional capital arrangements 
to allow more flexibility; 

o - agreed to conduct the annual G-SIB exercise but defer 
methodology changes by one year to reduce 
operational burden;

o - together with the International Organization of 
Securities Commissions (IOSCO), agreed to defer by 
one year the final implementation of the framework for 
margin requirements for non-centrally cleared 
derivatives

o https://lnkd.in/dm5JTcK
o Finally, the Committee reiterated its view that capital 

resources should be used by banks to support the real 
economy and absorb losses.

This statement is significant.....it will have 
material impact on a whole range of issues 
in banking in the current environment, from 
the Board level downwards...everything 
from management actions being taken 
today to support customers, the risk 
appetite statement, the stress testing 
process and related regulatory 
submissions, and capital planning. A timely 
announcement….
….subsequently issued by many national 
regulatory authorities 

https://lnkd.in/dm5JTcK
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Capital and Liquidity Management and Covid-
19: Example - UK regulator response

o The PRA “Q&A” issued 20 April 2020 makes clear that bank capital and 
liquidity buffers are there to be used, and that dipping below regulatory 
minimums is acceptable as part of a bank’s response to assist the customer 
franchise….

o …a bank would be expected to inform the regulator in advance of its 
intention to so do, and also to provide a high level restorative plan

o The time expected to return to “BAU” capital and liquidity buffer balances 
would be at least a year after the crisis period was observed to have passed

o The text in the PRA document on page 2 (2nd paragraph after Q2) and page 
5 (2nd paragraph again after Q2) makes the position fairly clear in this 
regard
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PRA “Q&A” issued 20 April 2020

Page 2, Q2, paragraph 2
Page 5, Q2, paragraph 2



Managing the balance sheet risk 
response
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Risk and resources provisioning 

o Recent regulatory guidelines are encouraging banks to view arrears and other issues in previously viable 
clients as temporary, and to filter government reliefs out of staging assessments. Of course banks are 
responsible for managing their credit risk and reporting…

o Approaches to new business credit risk assessment during stress
§ Regulatory guidelines encourage bank to view any worsening credit risk perception as “temporary”

§ Hence not immediate new additional provisioning 
§ Guidelines designed to support counter-cyclical lending

§ Of course the bank is still responsible for managing its credit risk 
§ If data analytics capability supports it, take as granular an approach to customer decision-making as 

possible, if possible case-by-case. This requires robust data analytics and if this is not available it’s a 
“lesson learned” for implementation post-crisis…

§ …revise the credit assessments of customers and overlay the government support to see impact case-by-
case

§ Undertake a “reverse stress test”:  and then run successively less severe stress scenarios to model 
impact and see what balance sheet capacity there is to support customer lending…this analysis informs the 
lending decision, and also informs the discussion on reviewing risk appetite and recommend any temporary 
changes to risk appetite levels and/or framework 

§ As well as lending to support government schemes (CBILs, etc) continue standard lending to the customer 
franchise as part of the revised approved risk appetite statement
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Credit risk provisioning… 

Treatment of loans granted 3-month payment holiday:
§ Interest rolled up
§ Interest free
§ P&L impact so revise 2020 budget and update Board on revised forecasts
§ IFRS9 Stage 1>2 transition is the key issue

o Best approach customer-specific case-by-case
o PRA guidance suggests not an automatic provisioning transition BUT ideally customer-specific: some 

customers will be viable businesses at end of payment holiday, some may not…any business left to 
restore?

o Isolate the impact of any other factors and delinquency indicators…if this assessment suggests these 
other factors are at work, transition loan to Stage 2

o The move to Stage 2 can be temporary (to consider if customer recovers to loan servicing – observe how 
customer responds after end of payment holiday

o Observe sectors that are not necessarily big users of liquidity lines, overdrafts etc such as HNWIs and large 
cash-rich corporates: such customers drawing down or withdrawing deposits is a good EWI for the wider 
economy 

o Levels of loan impairment are rising during this stress event…manage this thru use of capital buffers whilst 
continuing customer lending 



ALCO and the balance sheet
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ALCO and managing the balance sheet
o The role of the bank’s ALCO is key in this crisis (as it should be in any stress event 

impacting the balance sheet…
o …first, to provide direction to RMs as they seek to support the customer 
o …secondly, to recommend upwards for Board approval as necessary (eg., specific 

management actions, temporary changes to risk appetite statement (RAS), dipping in 
to buffers, etc)

o Hold extraordinary asset-liability committee (ALCO) meetings as often as required to 
monitor the balance sheet position and implement management actions as necessary

o The case for being able to utilise both Pillar 2b and Pillar 2a buffers as a temporary 
measure during the crisis can be made

o “Cash is king” in this environment, not only for balance sheet management but also to 
enable adequate funding of operational issues (utility bills, salaries, etc)

o The liquidity book should be optimised to cash as far as possible
o The liquidity metrics will reflect greater usage of credit facilities from non-bank 

financials and large corporates; therefore real-time constant monitoring of regulatory-
driven metrics such as LCR, CET1 and Leverage ratio is imperative to manage 
indicators to within current Recovery Plan (RP) trigger levels
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ALCO, Treasury and ALM action plan
o Immediate term: 
o Confirm ALCO’s objective of supporting the customer franchise
o Address availability of capital and liquidity buffers
o Ensure transparency of bank’s liquidity position and cash flows
o Monitor customer behaviour and impact on loan and deposit notionals (see slide on modelling expected 

future impact based on updated data)
o Short-term:
o Review and update as necessary short-term funding plan and/or adapting existing 2020 liabilities strategy
o Review liquidity contingency plan
o Medium-term
o ALCO to review “lessons learned” for stress testing and ICAAP/ILAAP process
o Update / upgrade data analytics capability 
o Review effectiveness of risk management framework (RMF) and risk modelling capability, and amend / 

upgrade as necessary
o Seek to integrate  - or better integrate – data analytics and IT framework within RMF and customer 

behaviours modelling 
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Management Actions: Cash

Impact / Implication Management Action 
Optimise Cash Position Maximise high quality liquid asset (HQLA) buffer as cash at 

the central bank and non-HQLA buffer as cash at 
counterparty banks
Maximise the non-HQLA buffer as cash at counterparty 
banks
Monetise proportion of non-cash HQLA and non-HQLA 
bonds to cash. Note that:
-- This will crystalise a P&L position; compare this to the 
actual cash available via a Central Bank borrowing facility 
post-haircut using these same assets as collateral
-- Bond markets liquidity levels will be reducing the longer 
the crisis lasts
Diversify cash holdings across different counterparties

Customer Deposits Maintain and increase customer deposit levels with 
proactive marketing and maintaining competitive interest 
rates in current zero-rate environment
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Management Actions: Customer Franchise

Impact / Implication Management Action 

Deposit outflow levels Monitor customer deposit balances on daily basis to 
inform ALCO management action
Maintain deposit interest rate levels to attract and retain 
deposits

Loan and liquidity lines Maximise customer loan requests and liquidity line 
drawdowns as permitted by balance sheet and Board risk 
appetite statement (RAS) considerations: modify the RAS 
if required to meet customer demand
Seek to rollover liquidity lines as far as possible
Proactively inform regulator of potential impacts on capital 
buffers
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Management Actions: Central Bank

Impact / Implication Management Action 

Accessing central bank support Ensure familiarity and testing if necessary of all 
available central bank support facilities
-- incorporate additional central bank facilities 
announced since start of crisis into liquidity 
contingency plan (LCP)
-- ensure all availlable facilties are in place for access if 
necessary

Use of central bank facilities If required under LCP triggering, access different 
available central bank facilties in priority order of lowest 
haircut and widest collateral eligibility 
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Management Actions: Balance Sheet Risk

Impact / Implication Management Action 

Foreign Exchange (FX) risk position Maintain intra-day monitoring of FX position to ensure all positions 
can be funded and to inform management actions as necessary

Access all currently available FX funding sources 
Ensure familiarity and testing if necessary of FX funding facilities 
available at central bank(s)
Significant for USD-denominated assets funded with non-USD 
liabilities via FX market

Interest-rate risk in the Banking Book (IRRBB) Maximise balance sheet hedging to floating-floating overnight 
index rate IRRBB exposure 

Collateral management Monitor daily collateral position 
-- valuation and haircuts
-- collateral posting / funding requirement
-- availability and transparency of collateral across bank
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Management Actions: Data Analytics

Impact / Implication Management Action 

True balance sheet position Circulate snapshot of key balance sheet metrics to 
ALCO daily
Create integrated Treasury dashboard of key 
metrics and ensure universal data source and 
format for all operating deparments (1st Line of 
Defence, 2nd Line of Defence and 3rd Line of 
Defence)

MI transparency If feasible monitor intra-day customer deposit, 
liquidity line drawdown and collateral availability 
position
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“Short-term” balance sheet risk checklist 
Potential risk exposure Response / Mitigation Impact

Higher collateral funding 
requirements

HQLA and liquid buffers; 
benefit from current low base 
rate and market rates 
environment to increase term 
funding

Liquidity                                   
P&L (funding cost)

Customer delay in interest 
payments and loan 
repayments

Payment holiday        Interest 
accrual freeze for 3 months

Capital                                      
P&L

Loan restructuring
(ECL impact noted)
(No NPL impact)
Government guarantee
Capital buffers

Increased drawdown of 
overdraft and liquidity 
facilities

Capital buffers Liquidity                              
Capital                                      
P&L

Provide cheaper loan to 
replace overdraft usage

Customer deposit 
withdrawals

HQLA and liquid buffers Liquidity 

Potential risk 
exposure 

Response / 
Mitigation

Impact

Wholesale funding 
restrictions and early 
redemption (eg requested 
buy-back of MTNs)

HQLA and liquid buffers Liquidity                                   
P&L (funding 
cost)

Increased derivatives 
funding requirement

HQLA and liquid buffers; 
benefit from current low 
base rate and market 
rates environment to 
increase term funding

Liquidity                                   
P&L (funding 
cost)

Illiquidity in Money 
Markets and FX markets

Central bank facilities Liquidity                                   
P&L (funding 
cost)

Negative interest rates Model the scenario;    
ALCO review of policy 
and action plan in 
negative rates 
environment

Liquidity                                   
P&L (funding 
cost)

Modify deposits and 
funding strategy;                   
lessons learned from 
eurozone;               impact 
on IRRBB risk and 
appropriate hedging 
action;                          
HQLA portfolio policy 
review

Liquidity                                   
P&L (funding 
cost)
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1. Banks should use their HQLA 
buffer in a crisis, even if it 
temporarily means  breaching 
regulatory requirements.

2. After all, that’s what the 
buffers are there for. A 
requirement to maintain 
compliance with LCR 
requirements  in stress would 
trigger the need to hold  “buffer 
on a buffer” – which has been the 
case until now
3.  Banks may eat into the buffer 
but should stay above Recovery 
and Resolution triggers. 

4. After eating into the buffer 
banks should, however, aim to 
restore the HLQA buffer position 
to withstand further shocks as 
soon as possible.

1. That said…. 

2. Forbearance must be agreed 
with individual regulators for 
individual entities and may differ 
accordingly.

3. Acceptance of forbearance may 
be scenario dependent  and only 
be granted up to a certain level 
(e.g. Pillar 2 buffer only).

4. Forbearance may come with 
conditions (e.g. revision of 
funding plan, plan to restore full 
compliance).

The HQLA buffer: then and now

© Michael Eichhorn 2020. Reproduced with permission.
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Preserving customer franchise….immediate 

o Additional action points for ALCO
o Monitor customer behaviour and ensure this data is used to inform and update the bank’s 

liquidity and funding position…
o …increased drawdown of liquidity lines and overdrafts by customer type (Retail, SME, 

corporate)
o …withdrawal of deposits particularly those deemed “stable funding” in regulatory treatment, by 

customer type (Retail, etc). Note withdrawals from HNWI and large cash-rich corporates (in the 
current environment this is another “EWI” of future liquidity and funding squeeze

o …investors asking bank to buy-back MTNs, private placement notes
o Monitor FX position and market conditions in case central bank support required for FX funding
o Clear and transparent communication…
o …update and marketing  / communications for customers, clearly articulate support that is 

available for customers
o …update regulatory authority on bank’s balance sheet position, detail observed behaviours, 

current and expected risks, use of buffers and (if necessary) any anticipated central bank 
support
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Preserving customer franchise…short term 

o Additional action points for ALCO
o Review current liability strategy and update as necessary 2020 balance sheet funding 

plan…
o ….seek to remain within LCP (RP) triggers or otherwise revise RAS KRIs for Board 

approval (buffers are there to be used…)
o Monitor and forecast all key liquidity KRIs (LCR, Survival Days, loan-deposit ratio, 

average tenor funding, etc) using multiple scenarios assuming stressed period is 90-180-
365 days (see checklist following…)

o Monitor and inform (Board, or appropriate sub-committee) customer behaviour on both 
sides of balance sheet that is beyond / unexpected to that informed by stress testing

o Ensure stable funding: continue to market new products and attractive interest rates to 
maintain customer deposit balances 

o Continuously assess and stress test the impact on balance sheet (capital, liquidity, non-
traded market risk) of the customer support actions the bank is taking 

o Weekly review of Risk Appetite Statement key risk indicator triggers for capital and 
liquidity, and for Board comfort and with respect to Recovery Plan / LCP
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Medium-term strategy

o The current crisis contains pointers for medium-term policy at banks:
o Ensure appropriate standalone self-sufficiency for liquidity under a prolonged 

stress period (minimum 180 days). This goes beyond Pillar 2 liquidity 
o Implement a governance process that enables adaptability and quick decision 

making
o Create an integrated data analytics capability that enables “smart Treasury” MI 

reporting on real-time basis for instant transparent balance sheet position 
reporting, particularly with respect to daily liquidity outflow, FX position and 
collateral value and availability 

o Review and the risk management framework as fit for purpose with respect to:
o Satisfactory governance structure, adaptability and speed of response
o Suite of capital and liquidity KRIs adequate and sufficient 

o Manage the balance sheet with awareness of capital availability under stress 
and use of regulatory buffers where appropriate and necessary

o Manage to a flexible and adaptable risk appetite statement (RAS) 
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Medium-term strategy…

o Review and modify if necessary risk models and RMF
o Modify liquidity and funding risk models so that they address a sufficiently long stress period 

time horizon (say, 365 days) if not already in place
o For specific pertinent storyboard scenarios for stress tests (eg., market-wide stress) include 

the different buffers and support available (central bank funding, coming inside “green” zone 
internal limits, etc)

o Stress testing to reflect lessons learned and incorporate realistic survival periods, assuming (i) 
no management actions (ii) management actions implemented (iii) dipping into buffers (iv) 
central bank support 

o Review and update if necessary Risk Management Framework and Risk Appetite Statement 
(and limits), for communications, hierarchy, escalation, delegation, hierarchy and authorities 

o Implement integrated data analytics models for capital, liquidity and market risk management:
o Integrate data and IT landscape
o Implement a single-source system for all Treasury related data (ie., balance sheet data) 

for Finance, Treasury and Risk. Granular and consolidated levels and “real-time” smart 
Treasury dashboard

o Create a harmonised technology data analytics approach incorporating BAU and stress 
scenarios for the whole balance sheet (capital, liquidity, funding, interest rate risk, FX 
and credit spread risk). Ensure swift turnaround times for calculation of scenarios
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Hypothetical framework (Pre-Covid) Considerations (Post-Covid)

Buffer calibration Potential forbearance in crisis of Covid severity Regulatory compliance / no forbearance in Covid-like crisis

Entity materiality 
concept

50+ entities concept
• Entities classified by Low / Medium / High materiality
• Multiple management upgrades

Stronger focus on top entities
• Focus on material entities (e.g. Top 5)
• Monitoring for other entities

Parent and 
branches

Bottom up concept
• Strong controls at individual branch level driven by local 

governance
• Weaker controls in relative terms at Parent level

Top down concept
• Stronger overall Parent controls and position 
• Monitoring at branch level (with regulatory exceptions)

30 & 365 day 
Internal model,
LCR & NSFR

Dual parallel metric concept
• 30d: Internal model, LCR as stand-alone metrics; LCR often 

binding
• 365d: NSFR not yet live, 365 day internal model often 

binding

Single hybrid/joint metric concept 
• Focus on reg  metric
• LCR+ and NSFR+ concepts, (add-ons for risk not 

captured)

Low point concept Multi-facet low point framework
• Low point controls in multiple entities, including some 

branches

Lean low point concept
• Low point limit and tolerance controls at Group and MLE  

level using LCR+ and NSFR+; otherwise monitoring 

Tenor
concentration risk

Top down aggregation concept
• Aggregation across products with strongest control type at 

overall level

Bottom up concept
• Strongest controls for specific products with monitoring at 

overall level (reduced reliance on short term debt)

Business level 
controls

Entity focus
• Roll out of frameworks to Group and entities 
• discrete updates (at least annual review)

Focus on entities and business lines
• Roll out to Group, entities and business lines
• dynamic buffer at business level (internal “Pillar 2” type 

add-ons)

Forward-looking 
controls

Focus on metric
• Focus on actuals (e.g. T+1 internal model and LCR metrics)
• Stress testing as part of enterprise-wide scenarios

Focus on strategic plan
• Stronger focus on funding plan  (e.g. stress overlays)

Pre-Trade
Approval

Standard thresholds
• Thresholds for BAU (third party and intercompany)

Adjusted thresholds
• Tighter and more bespoke thresholds

31

Conclusions: Risk Control Framework
© Michael Eichhorn 2020. Reproduced with permission.
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Conclusions
o The coronavirus crisis has highlighted the fact that stress events will always occur 

with little prior warning and will not play out like past crises
o The current crisis has significant implications for bank customers, which stresses 

the importance of the customer franchise 
o Banks should seek to support customer franchise as far as possible, which will in 

turn be supporting the economy and society as a whole
o This means responding positively and proactively to customer needs
o Post-crisis business-as-usual balance sheet risk management practice and the 

bank’s risk appetite statement need to reflect the potential longer-term nature of 
future stress events

o Data analytics capability should enable transparent real-time reporting of the 
complete and accurate balance sheet position at all times

o Investigate (and debate at ALCO as necessary) any opportunities that your bank 
can potentially benefit from. Is there a “silver lining”? New and existing 
customers?

o This time is different…banks aren’t part of the problem. But they are part of the 
solution…
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The Principles of Banking, Singapore: John Wiley & Sons Ltd 
2013, chapters 11-15

Moorad Choudhry Anthology: Past, Present and Future 
Principles of Banking and Finance, Singapore: John Wiley & 
Sons Ltd 2018, chapters 8, 10-14

Reading



Appendix
Policy and Management Actions Checklist
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Policy and management actions checklist today 

o Using stress and customer behaviour modelling to inform response to Covid19
• Review and ALCO approve the most appropriate scenarios for your stress testing
• Scenario-test short, medium and long-term stresses which might arise from Covid19
• Update business plans to reflect how they will be affected
• Observe and model customer behaviour to as granular level as possible (by 

customer type and product type) 
• Review and ensure that the parameters used to assess impact on your ICAAP, 

ILAAP, forecasts and budgets/targets are fit-for-purpose
• Operationalise ongoing observations results into the bank’s communication strategy, 

funding plans and business strategy
• Keep regulators, customers and other stakeholders informed
• Try to adopt the appropriate balance between modelling and planning with the 

required proactive management of a rapidly developing situation
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Policy and management actions checklist today… 

o Assessing impact on the bank, its customers, counterparties and 
funding

• Review and modify as necessary the key risk and key performance 
metrics being used to monitor the effects of the economic shutdown on 
customers, counterparties and markets / funding

• Identify vulnerable customers and present for ALCO approval the 
actions the banks will be taking to support them (and ultimately all 
customers that require support)

• Ensure detailed and appropriate documenting of all communication with 
customers and stakeholders

• Establish genuine two-way communication channels
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Policy and management actions checklist today… 

o New and/or modified service provision 
• Identify new services that will assist the customer franchise, or 

modifications to current services, and implement via ALCO / Board 
approval. Includes:
o Any reduced capital requirements-enabled lending
o Dipping into capital and liquidity buffers to support customer franchise (see 

earlier slides) 
o Government and central bank supported lending
o Management plan with 12-24 month timeframe on managing this balance sheet 

impact to retain robustness and viability 

• Ensure appropriate resources / policies / data support available to 
enable existing services to be delivered under existing or modified 
continuity working arrangements
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Policy and management actions checklist today… 

o Monitoring, risk management, control and reporting collateral
• Keep the Board (and BRC / ARC / ARCC) informed – is there adequate 

resource and infrastructure in place to support this?
• Ensure adequate and sufficient KRI / KPI dashboard metrics
• Obtain comfort (and review regularly) the role of 2nd Line of Defence function 
• Maintain robust internal financial control and internal control environments
• Obtain comfort (and review regularly) the role of 3rd Line of Defence function 
• Ensure you meet deadlines and keep stakeholders informed
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Policy and management actions checklist 
tomorrow
o Continuous learning culture 
• Ensure mechanisms are in place to continuously review and learn from this 

experiences, in place for future stress events
• Ensure the Risk Management Framework and governance structure – and 

delegated authority – enables adaptability, flexibility and speed of response…
• …whilst also enabling “lessons learned” to feed through into strategy and 

priorities
o “What has been the biggest driver of improvement in your data analytics 

and modelling capability?
a)CEO
b)CTO
c) Covid-19”
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DISCLAIMER
The material in this presentation is based on information that we consider reliable, but we do not 
warrant that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. Opinions expressed 
are current opinions only. We are not soliciting any action based upon this material. Neither the 
author, his employers, any operating arm of his employers nor any affiliated body can be held liable 
or responsible for any outcomes resulting from actions arising as a result of delivering this 
presentation. This presentation does not constitute investment advice nor should it be considered 
as such. 
The views expressed in this presentation represent those of the lecturer in his or her individual 
private capacity and should not be taken to be the views of any employer or any affiliated body, 
including any bank that employs any member of the BTRM Faculty, or of the lecturer as an 
employee of any institution or affiliated body. Either he/she or his/her employers may or may not 
hold, or have recently held, a position in any security identified in this document.
This presentation is © Moorad Choudhry 2020. No part of this presentation may be copied, 
reproduced, distributed or stored in any form including electronically without express written 
permission in advance from the author.


